
 
 
Are Consumers Satisfied with Retail Banking? 

JD Power just released its 2014 US Retail Banking Satisfaction Study which contains insights and 
observations that are learning for all.  Notably, the reputation of banks among consumers continues to 
improve, subsequently the industry scored an average of 5.6 on a 7 point scale at its latest measurement.   

Perhaps reputation is in part driven by consumer satisfaction rates which have increased dramatically in 
recent years, and witnessed a real spike between JD Power’s 2013 study (January, 2013) and the first 
wave of its 2014 study (April, 2013).  The researcher attributes the recent spike to improvements in 
customer experience, customer sentiment and brand image among other things.   

When gauging customer experience, factors like fees, facility, product offerings, account information, 
problem resolution and channel activities were explored.  Not surprisingly, fees indeed played a key role 
in growing consumer satisfaction.  But while limiting account fees quite logically bolsters appreciation, 
consumers are also responding strongly to well-communicated fee structures that reinforce the value in 
services offered.  Facility and product offerings were second only to fee structure in driving the customer 
experience, so clearly, the branch experience maintains its relevance.  In fact, 28% of customers surveyed 
had visited a branch within the last 7 days, and these proved to be the most satisfied of all customers.  Is 
this a generational thing?  No.  Across all generations, JD Power found that there is a large drop in 
satisfaction when customers do not use the branch.  The challenge, however, is indeed generational.  33% 
of Gen Y customers have not gone to a branch in the past 12 months due to their preference for mobility, 
so banks need to hone in on how to optimize their satisfaction in the absence of branch experience. 

In support of this effort, some banks are beginning to offer very specific features that create appeal to 
this sub-segment of consumers and are already reaping the benefits.  The most impactful mobile features 
seem to be person-to-person electronic payments, bill pay, account transfer and check deposit.  ATM 
features that increasingly resonate with this market (and others) are itemized receipts for cash deposits, 
image enable receipts, personalized preference settings and envelope free deposits.   


